Claspin inhibition leads to fragile site expression.
Fragile sites are hot spots for sister chromatid exchanges, translocations, deletions, complex rearrangements, and gene amplification. It has been hypothesized that rearrangements at fragile sites derive from unreplicated regions resulting from stalled forks that escape the ATR replication checkpoint. In the present study, we investigated the role of the Claspin (CLSPN) gene, which codes for an adaptor protein in the ATR pathway, during DNA replication stress in human cells. We show that the inhibition of the CLSPN gene leads to both genome instability and fragile site expression. Following aphidicolin treatment, we found a transient increase of Claspin synthesis due to its requirement to checkpoint activation. However, Claspin synthesis decreased after a prolonged aphidicolin treatment. We propose that CLSPN modulation, following an extreme replication block, allows rare cells to escape checkpoint mechanisms and enter mitosis with a defect in genome assembly. Our observations provide the basis for a better understanding of cell cycle checkpoints deregulation in cancer.